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High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) allows one to investigate the
structure of matter on an atomic level [1]. However, most atomic structure characterizations
obtained by HRTEM were so far restricted to the determination of atomic column positions in
the image plane perpendicular to the incident electron beam. Due to the fact that the depth
resolution of the TEM technique along the beam direction is inferior to its lateral resolution, full
3D structure determinations on an atomic level remain highly challenging. The 3D structure
retrieval problem can be solved with tomographic methods, where a multitude of images is
acquired from different observation directions. Such multi-image approaches are very
demanding at atomic resolution due to instrumental instabilities [2] and due to a possible
radiation damage of the object. Alternatively, single-image approaches, where only one
exposure is taken along a crystallographic zone axis, have been successfully used to count the
number of atoms in crystalline columns running parallel to the beam direction. However, a full
3D determination of the crystal shape would additionally require a highly accurate
determination of all column positions along the beam direction, which has not been achieved
so far with the single-image approach.
We demonstrate that the full 3D shape of a thin MgO crystal can be determined in a nearly
unique way from a single HRTEM image (Fig. 1). Our 3D determination of the crystal shape is
based on refining an atomic structure model (Fig. 2) in such a way that a HRTEM image
simulated on the basis of this model fits best to the experimental image. In contrast to the
usual simplifying assumption of flat lower and upper object surfaces in conjunction with a
single global defocus value [3], our structure refinement is executed now locally
column-by-column, allowing also for atomically corrugated object surfaces. The comparison
between simulation and experiment is made on the basis of absolute image intensity values
[4]. A crucial part of our procedure is an extended statistical confidence test which yields
detailed quantitative statements on the uniqueness and the reliability of the retrieved 3D
crystal shape.
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Fig. 1: High-resolution image of the edge of an MgO crystal taken along the [001] zone axis with a CS-corrected FEI
Titan 80-300 electron microscope at 300 kV accelerating voltage. The 3D shape reconstruction was performed at the
area indicated by the dashed box.

Fig. 2: 3D structure model retrieved from the boxed area in Fig. 1. Red balls indicate Mg atoms, yellow balls O atoms,
purple balls indicate formally half-occupied Mg positions, and green balls formally half-occupied O positions.

